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Introduction
Reporting test results helps identify and slow the spread of COVID-19. Partner organizations help test
and report COVID-19 test results to the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH). As of April 4, 2022,
laboratory reporting requirements are based on (1) the type of COVID-19 test and (2) the organization’s
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) certification type. Please review the COVID-19
Test Reporting Requirements (www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html).
Facilities must report within 24 hours after receiving the test result.
The MDH RePortal is a secure way to submit COVID-19 test results with a spreadsheet. The MDH
RePortal reviews COVID-19 test results during the spreadsheet upload process and identifies any errors
or warnings before a submission is complete. Partner organizations may correct errors and/or warnings
before completing file submission, which decreases reporting errors.
The MDH RePortal system is used to submit COVID-19 test result reports. For more information on
submitting case reports for COVID-19, please visit Reporting COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2 Infections
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/report.html). If you have questions on how to
report on a different disease, contact health.ElectronicDiseaseReporting@state.mn.us.




MDH RePortal instructions refer to How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a Spreadsheet
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf). Key features of the MDH
RePortal include:
▪

Secure, password-protected access for submitting COVID-19 test results.

▪

Instant feedback on missing or incomplete data that can be corrected before submitting.

▪

Access to past reports and information.

The MDH RePortal instantly identifies errors and warnings in a spreadsheet.
▪

An error is when required data is missing or incomplete in your spreadsheet. You must correct
errors before you are able to submit your spreadsheet.

▪

A warning is when fields require data if that data exists, but the fields are empty. You receive a
warning to double-check these fields. If data is available, it must be sent, and you are given the
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chance to provide it in the submission process. If the data is unavailable or does not apply, you
may leave the field blank.


The following information includes how to:
▪

Register with the MDH RePortal.

▪

Upload a new spreadsheet with COVID-19 test results.

▪

Review an incomplete or pending lab report.

▪

Access past COVID-19 test result reports.

▪

Correct errors and warnings in your report.

▪

Check that you have all the needed data and information to submit test results.

▪

Define key words used in MDH RePortal.
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Register with MDH RePortal
MDH RePortal users need to have a registered account to securely submit reports for their organization.
Register for the MDH RePortal on the RePortal self-registration site
(https://reportal.web.health.state.mn.us/mncts/). Click on the “Begin user Registration” button, as
shown below.

On the next screen, enter the following information to create your user profile:


Name of the organization submitting on behalf of



First name



Last name



Email



Phone number

After filling in the required information, click on the “Complete” button. This takes you to a screen
thanking you for your registration request and telling you that MDH will review and approve your
request. MDH staff review account requests within one to two business days.
An email confirmation is sent to you when your account is approved, asking you to set a password.
Follow the prompts to set a login password for the MDH RePortal. Please note, you will need to reset
your password every 90 days.
Send questions about MDH RePortal accounts to health.ElectronicDiseaseReporting@state.mn.us.
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Directions for submitting COVID-19 test results
These instructions detail how to submit a completed MDH COVID-19 Test Results Reporting
Spreadsheet. They refer to submitting COVID-19 test results, also known as laboratory reports. If you
need a spreadsheet or directions for filling it out, refer to COVID-19 Test Reporting Requirement
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html).
Instructions in this document include how to:


Upload a new spreadsheet with COVID-19 laboratory results.
▪

A complete spreadsheet without errors or warnings.

▪

A spreadsheet with errors (and how to re-upload and/or cancel the submission).

▪

A spreadsheet with warnings.



See a spreadsheet that is incomplete and pending submission.



See all COVID-19 test report spreadsheets that your organization has submitted.



Request help.

Upload a new spreadsheet with COVID-19 test results
1. Open the MDH RePortal login page and sign in: MDH RePortal
(https://reportal.web.health.state.mn.us/mncts/login).
2. After logging in, you are on the RePortal welcome page. Click on the “Upload File” button to upload
a new spreadsheet with COVID-19 laboratory results, as shown in the image below.
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3. This takes you to the Upload Lab File webpage. Click on the “Choose File” button, as shown in the
image below. Browse your computer to select the file to upload. NOTE: Clicking the “Upload” button
on the homepage starts a pending submission/task, even if you then do not choose a file. A pending
submission continues to show up as a task in MDH RePortal until a file is uploaded.

4. Go to the location of the COVID-19 test result spreadsheet that you want to submit and select it.
Next, you are given the option to upload or request help for your report submission. Select the
“Upload” button, as shown below.

5. You are taken to a page to review and submit a spreadsheet. The page identifies the following, as
shown in the next image:
a. *Total record count: the number of records – or rows – in the report with data.
b. *Skipped records: the number of records skipped; skipped records include rows that have no
values for patient-related data fields, such as first and last name; address; date of birth; race;
gender; ethnicity; and a phone number.
c. Clean records: the number of rows with complete minimum requirements and that have no
warnings or errors.
d. Records with errors: the number of rows missing required data. All errors need to be reviewed
and corrected before a spreadsheet can be submitted.
e. Records with warnings: the number of rows that have a data field flagged for review.
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*NOTE: If you use an MDH prepopulated antigen spreadsheet (aka MDH COVID-19 Test Results
Spreadsheet), it may look like you have more than 200 total records, because the RePortal system
counts every row with data. These rows also show up as skipped records.

6. If your lab report meets the minimum requirements, you receive a congratulatory message and you
may click on the “Submit file” button to finish your submission.
7. After clicking the “Submit file” button, you are brought back to the MDH RePortal homepage. This
allows you to submit another spreadsheet, review a pending submission, access all spreadsheets
submitted for your organization, or log out of your account.

See a spreadsheet that is incomplete and pending submission
You may start submitting a spreadsheet only to realize it has errors or warnings that require you to
collect more data or information. The MDH RePortal saves these spreadsheets as pending reports. This
is how to go back to a pending submission and submit the report:
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1. From the RePortal welcome page, select the “Pending Submission” button, as seen below.

2. You are taken to a page that shows pending tasks, including:
a. Spreadsheets that need review before submitting (where name = “organization name and date
initiated,” and task = “review and submit spreadsheet”).
b. Attempts made but not completed to upload a spreadsheet (where name = “new process,” and
task = “upload lab file”).
c. Any help requests (where name = “new process,” and task = “request support”).

Find the task you want to work on and select it by clicking the arrow, as shown above.
3. You are taken to a page that allows you to review and submit your spreadsheet. The example below
shows a report with errors that need fixing before submitting. The image shows that the
spreadsheet has two records with errors, and then shows the rows and types of errors found.
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4. Go back to the spreadsheet you are trying to submit to find and fix the errors. The example below
identifies that Rows 9 and 10 of the spreadsheet do not have test result data in Columns AD and/or
AE. Add all needed data, then save your spreadsheet.

5. Go back into the MDH RePortal webpage to review and submit the spreadsheet. Click on the “Reupload file” button, as shown below. Follow the prompts to upload the file.
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6. After you re-upload the file, you can see if your errors were corrected. The example below shows
that the spreadsheet meets the minimum requirements needed to submit. Select the “Submit file”
button to complete the process.

7. After you submit your spreadsheet, you are returned to the Pending Submissions page. From there,
you may complete other pending submissions, return to the main dashboard by clicking on the
“Home” button, or log out of your account.

See all the COVID-19 test result spreadsheets your organization has
submitted
You may want to check a past report to see what information was submitted. This is how to look up a
past report and review past MDH RePortal submissions from your organization:
1. When you are on the welcome page, click on the “Previous Submissions” button to see all the
COVID-19 test result spreadsheets submitted by your organization, as shown below.
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2. You are taken to a page that lists all file submissions from your organization, with the most recent at
the top. You may select any submission you want to review by clicking on the row.

Request help
The MDH RePortal allows you to ask for help in certain places. Click the “Request help” button at any
point you need help. This takes you to a page that populates your name, the organization you are with,
and your email address.
Enter a phone number and a description of the issue you are experiencing, as shown below. Click on the
“Complete” button when you are done describing your issue. This takes you back to the home screen to
upload a file, view pending submissions, or access past submissions.

MDH staff is notified when you request help. Please allow one business day for a response. If you do not
hear from MDH, please contact health.ElectronicDiseaseReporting@state.mn.us about your help
request. If you are requesting help during the weekend or on a holiday, please expect a response on the
next Monday or business day.
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Checklists for partners using MDH RePortal
Reminders of what to include and remember when uploading a COVID-19 test results spreadsheet.
To reduce errors and warnings, please review the following before uploading and submitting your
COVID-19 test results spreadsheet:


Check that the spreadsheet used is for the appropriate test and report.



Review the columns in the spreadsheet and check that all 56 columns are showing.



Ensure all required fields are complete.



Check that the dates throughout the spreadsheet are updated and reflect the test results being
submitted.



Ensure the spreadsheet tab with the test results is the first tab identified in the bottom left of your
file or is listed in the first position.



Ensure there is only one tab with test data. For example, do NOT have a tab for residents and a
second tab for staff. All data reported should be on the first tab.

How to address errors and warnings
When uploading a COVID-19 test result spreadsheet, the MDH RePortal checks your data for you. It
identifies errors and warnings in your spreadsheet, which you may fix before finalizing your submission.
Below are common errors and warnings and how to address them.
Refer to How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a Spreadsheet
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf) for the field key, definitions, and
requirements.

Errors
Errors occur when required data is missing or incomplete in your spreadsheet. You are not able to
submit a spreadsheet with errors. Below are error messages you may see in the MDH RePortal and how
to troubleshoot them. The referenced spreadsheet columns and variable names are based on the MDH
COVID-19 Test Results Spreadsheets available at Organizations unfamiliar with submitting test results to
MDH (www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html#unf).

Error messages and how to troubleshoot
Date result released must contain only one value: Enter the date the results are being reported.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY. Cannot enter multiple dates in one cell (Column AH,
Date_result_released).
Date result released cannot be a future date: Enter the date the results are being reported. Expected
format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AH, Date_result_released).
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Date result released needs to be after 02/01/2020: Enter the date the results are being reported.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY. Cannot enter multiple dates in one cell (Column AH,
Date_result_released).
Date result released cannot be prior to the specimen collection date: Enter the date the results are
being reported. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AH, Date_result_released).
Date result released is required: Enter the date the results are being reported. Expected format:
MM/DD/YY (Column AH, Date_result_released).
Date result released is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter:
Enter the date the results are being reported to the patient. Expected format: MM/DD/YY (Column AH,
Date_result_released).
File provided is corrupt or not in a supported format. Please upload a new file (“.xlsx,” “.xls,” or
“.csv”): MDH RePortal only allows uploading spreadsheets with such file extensions as “.xlsx,” “.xls,” or
“.csv.” MDH provides COVID-19 Test Results Spreadsheets in the Organizations unfamiliar with
submitting test results to MDH (www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html#unf)
section of the COVID-19 Test Reporting Requirements webpage. Commonly used antigen tests have
spreadsheets with prepopulated data.
Illness onset date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter: Enter
the illness onset date. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AQ, Illness_onset_date).
Illness onset date cannot be in the future: Enter the illness onset date. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY
(Column AQ, Illness_onset_date).
Invalid header names: The spreadsheet uploaded does not have recognized data field names in Row 1.
The error message will identify the names of the data fields it does not recognize. MDH provides COVID19 Test Results Spreadsheets that have recognized data fields. These spreadsheets are in the
Organizations unfamiliar with submitting test results to MDH
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html#unf) section of the COVID-19 Test
Reporting Requirements webpage. Do not edit or remove column headers in the MDH spreadsheets.
Invalid headers may occur if your spreadsheet has multiple sheets or tabs. Check that the report you are
submitting is the first tab listed.
Only alphabetical characters are allowed in patient ethnicity: Select one option from the dropdown list
is using the MDH spreadsheets. Otherwise, utilize the following options: Hispanic, Not-Hispanic,
Unknown, Refused to answer. Do not include numeric values (Column J, Patient_ethnicity).
Only alphabetical characters are allowed in patient race: Select one option from the dropdown list is
using the MDH spreadsheets. Otherwise, utilize the following options: American Indian or Alaskan
Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, White, Unknown,
Refused to answer. Do not include numeric values (Column G, Patient_race).
Order test date cannot be in the future: Enter the date the test was ordered. Expected format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column AA, Order_test_date).
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Order test date cannot be prior to 02/01/2020: Enter the date the test was ordered. Expected format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column AA, Order_test_date).
Order test date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter: Enter
the date the test was ordered. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AA, Order_test_date).
Patient date of birth cannot be in the future: Enter patient date of birth in the following format:
MM/DD/YYYY. If unknown, leave blank (Column H, Patient_DOB).
Patient date of birth is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter:
Enter patient date of birth in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column H, Patient_DOB).
Patient death date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter: If the
answer to Patient died = Yes enter the date of death in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column
AW, Patient_death_date).
Patient death date cannot be in the future: Enter the patient’s death date in MM/DD/YYYY format. If
unknown, leave blank (Column AW, Patient_death_date).
Patient first name is required: Enter the person’s first name (Column E, Patient_first_name).
Patient last name is required: Enter the person’s last name (Column D, Patient_last_name).Patient
state is required: Enter the two-character abbreviation for the state (e.g., MN) (Column P,
Patient_state).
Patient state must be in two-letter format: Enter the two-character abbreviation for the state (e.g.,
MN). If patient is an out of country resident, use the appropriate Canadian providence abbreviation or
use NA and enter country in Patient_street2 (Column P, Patient_state).
Specimen collection date can contain only one value: Enter the date the sample was collected.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen collection date cannot be prior to 02/01/2020: Enter the date the sample was collected.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen collection date cannot be in the future: Enter the date the sample was collected. Expected
format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen collection date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and reenter: Enter the date the sample was collected in the correct format. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY
(Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen collection date is required: Enter the date the sample was collected. Expected format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen received date cannot be before the specimen collection date: Enter the date when the
sample was received at the lab. It cannot be before the specimen collection date (Column AJ,
Specimen_received_date).
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Specimen received date cannot be in the future: Enter the date the sample was received. Expected
format: MM/DD/YYYY. If you do not know the received date, leave blank (Column AJ,
Specimen_received_date).
Specimen received date cannot be prior to 02/01/2020: Enter the date the sample was received.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY. If you do not know the received date, leave blank (Column AJ,
Specimen_received_date).
Specimen received date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter:
Enter the date the sample was received at the facility where testing was done. Expected format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column AJ, Specimen_received_date).
Specimen type code or specimen type description is required: How was the test collected? Provide the
specimen-type description and/or specimen-type code. This is how you are collecting the sample (e.g.,
nasal swab or throat swab). If using a prepopulated spreadsheet, data will be entered. Do NOT make any
changes. If using the general spreadsheet, refer to How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a
Spreadsheet (www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf), Appendix B
(Column AK, Specimen_type_description or Column AL, Specimen_type_code).
Test date can only contain one value: Enter the date the test was performed – it may or may not be the
same date/time as the result was reported. Cannot enter multiple dates in one cell. If reporting multiple
tests, please place each test as a different row in the spreadsheet. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY
(Column AG, Test_date).
Test date cannot be prior to 02/01/2020: Enter the date the test was performed – it may or may not be
the same date/time as the result was reported. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test date cannot be prior to the specimen collection date: Enter the date the test was performed – it
may or may not be the same date/time as the results were reported. It cannot be before the specimen
collection date. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test date cannot be prior to the specimen received date: Enter the date the test was performed – it
may or may not be the same date/time as the results were reported. It cannot be before the specimen
received date. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test date is not a valid date or is not in MM/DD/YYYY format. Verify date and re-enter: Enter the date
the test was performed. This may or may not be the same date/time the result was reported. Expected
format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test date cannot be a future date: Enter the date the test was performed. Expected format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test performed description or test performed code is required: If using a prepopulated MDH
Spreadsheet, select the test-performed description, and the test-performed code will be filled in. If using
a general spreadsheet, you have to look up the test description and code. Follow the instructions in
Appendix B of How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a Spreadsheet
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(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf) for entering this data (Column
AB, Test_performed_description; or Column AC, Test_performed_code).
Test result coded or test result description is required: Enter results of the specimen being tested. If
using a prepopulated MDH Spreadsheet, select one option from the dropdown list in
test_result_description (Column AE). This will populate the test result coded (Column AE,
Test_result_description and/or Column AD, Test_reult_coded).
Testing lab name is required. The testing lab name is the name of the facility performing the test:
Enter the name of the organization conducting the COVID-19 testing, which should match the name of
the organization registered to submit in the MDH RePortal (Column A, Testing_lab_name).

Warnings
Warnings are often for fields that require data if the data exists. If data is available, it must be sent. If
data is unavailable or does not apply, the field can be left blank. Occasionally, you may get a warning for
data that does not make sense in a required field (e.g., you enter LEMON for a test result description).
The warnings in the MDH RePortal ask you to double-check these missing or incomplete fields.

Warning messages and how to troubleshoot
Date result released is more than one week old. Verify date result released is correct, and that this
result has not been reported to MDH previously: Enter the date the results are being reported.
Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AH, Specimen_collection_date).
If no patient middle name, leave blank: Enter the person’s middle name or initial. If there is no middle
name or initial for the person, leave blank (Column F, Patient_middle_name).
Ordering provider state is missing, enter in two-letter format, if known: Enter the two-character
abbreviation for the state of the person or provider ordering the COVID-19 test (Column W,
Ordering_provider_state).
Ordering provider ZIP code must be in five-digit, nine-digit, or Canadian postal code format: Enter the
ZIP code as five-digit or nine-digit notation (with dash). Expected format: nnnnn or nnnnn-nnnn (Column
X, Ordering_provider_zip_code).
Patient age is over 120 years. Verify patient date of birth: Data entered shows a person is older than
120 years. Check patient date of birth (Column H, Patient_DOB).
Patient city and patient county are blank. Provide city and/or county if known: Enter the city and/or
county where the person lives (Column N, Patient_city; and/or Column O, Patient_county).
Patient date of birth cannot be in the future: Data entered has a future date. Enter patient date of birth
in the following format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column H, Patient_DOB).
Patient date of birth is missing, enter if known: Enter patient date of birth in the following format:
MM/DD/YYYY (Column H, Patient_DOB).
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Patient death date is missing, but record indicates patient has died: Response is required only if the
answer to Patient died = Yes. If answer is No, or Unknown, leave blank. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY
(Column AW, Patient_death_date).
Patient death date is provided, but record indicates patient is alive: Update the Patient died = Yes if
reporting a death date (Column AV, Patient_died).
Patient death date is provided, but record has Patient Died as blank: Update the Patient died = Yes if
reporting a death date (Column AV, Patient_died).
Patient phone number or cell number is required: If a person has a positive or detected test result, a
phone number is needed to reach them. If the person is a resident of a congregate care or living place,
you may provide the number of the place (Column R, Patient_home_phone; or Column S,
Patient_cell_phone).
Patient home phone is not valid. If unknown, leave blank: Verify the phone number entered is valid. If
no number is known remove any entry (Column R, Patient_home_phone).
Patient cell phone is not valid. If unknown, leave blank: Verify the phone number entered is valid. If no
number is known remove any entry (Column S, Patient_cell_phone).Patient ZIP code must be in fivedigit, nine-digit, or Canadian postal code format: Enter the ZIP code as five-digit or nine-digit (with
dash) where the person lives. For residents of care facilities, put care facility ZIP code here. Expected
format is nnnnn or nnnnn-nnnn (Column Q, Patient_zip_code).
Patient street 1 cannot be longer than 50 characters: Verify that patient's full address is not being
entered in patient street 1. Enter abbreviated patient street address. (Column L, Patient_street1).
Patient street 2 cannot be longer than 50 characters: Verify that patient's full address is not being
entered in patient street 2. Enter abbreviated patient street address (Column M, Patient_street2).
Specimen collection is more than one week old. Verify date and re-enter: Enter the date the sample
was collected. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AI, Specimen_collection_date).
Specimen type code is null and specimen type description is not a recognized value: Verify the
specimen-type description and/or provide a specimen-type code if available. If using one of the testspecific spreadsheets provided by MDH, this information will be pre-populated. Do NOT make any
changes. If using the general spreadsheet, refer to Appendix B in: How to Report COVID-19 Test Results
Using a Spreadsheet. (Column AK, Specimen_type_description or Column AL, Specimen_type_code)
Specimen type code is not a recognized value: How was the test collected? Verify the code entered.
This is how you are collecting the sample (e.g., nasal swab or throat swab). If using a prepopulated
spreadsheet, data will be entered. Do NOT make any changes. If using the general spreadsheet, refer to
How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a Spreadsheet
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf), Appendix B (Column AL,
Specimen_type_code).
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Test date is over one week old. Verify test date is correct, and that this result has not been reported
to MDH previously: Enter the date the test was performed – it may or may not be the same date/time
as the result was reported. Expected format: MM/DD/YYYY (Column AG, Test_date).
Test performed code or test performed description is not a recognized value: If using a prepopulated
MDH COVID-19 Test Results spreadsheet, this information is entered. If using a general spreadsheet, you
will have to look up the codes. Follow the instructions in Appendix B of How to Report COVID-19 Test
Results Using a Spreadsheet (www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf) for
entering the codes (Column AC, Test_performed_code and/or Column AB Test_performed_description).
Testing lab name is not a recognized value: Double-check that the name of the testing organization is
that for which you are registered to submit COVID-19 test results (Column A, Testing_lab_name).
Test result coded is not a recognized value: Double-check the test result coded is for the appropriate
test result description. If the test result coded is dragged down, it may change the code. The code
should be copied to keep the same value. A test result description and/or test result code are needed in
the laboratory report (Column AD, Test_result_code; and/or Column AE, Test_result_description).

Common errors
Occasionally, data is missed or entered incorrectly in a spreadsheet. Here, we use examples to walk you
through what errors look like in the MDH RePortal, and how to fix them.
Once you upload a spreadsheet, you are taken to a page to review and submit it. Any spreadsheet errors
and warnings are identified on this page. The image below is an example of what an error looks like if
you forget to enter test result information in your spreadsheet.
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The example below shows that an uploaded spreadsheet with nine rows of data had three rows with
errors. The error notice tells you that Rows 8, 9, and 10 of the spreadsheet have errors and need review
before submitting the report.

Go back to your spreadsheet and review the rows that are flagged in the error message, as shown in the
image below. Enter the spreadsheet data that is needed and resubmit.
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Once data is corrected, you may select the “Re-upload file” button.

You are then able to review and submit your spreadsheet. If all your errors are addressed, you get a
message that your report meets the minimum requirements needed to submit. Click the “Submit file”
button, as shown in the image below. If your spreadsheet still identifies errors, you must repeat the
process.

Many organizations conduct COVID-19 antigen tests on-site and do not send the tests to a laboratory.
This can sometimes lead to errors in reporting the testing lab name. If your organization is testing and
getting the results on-site, the organization is considered the testing laboratory.
The next image shows that a spreadsheet was uploaded without testing lab information and it describes
how to correct the error. It shows that nine records were uploaded, and all nine have errors. The error
description is the same for all the rows.
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Using this example, when you go back to your spreadsheet you find that data for Column A
(Testing_lab_name) is missing for all the rows.

Entering the testing lab name, as shown in the image below, fixes the error. Save your file and click the
“Re-upload file” button to upload the corrected file. Make sure the test lab name matches the
organization name for which you are registered to submit. An acronym or abbreviation may not be
recognized and could be flagged as a warning.
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Common warnings
Occasionally, data is missed or entered incorrectly in a spreadsheet. Here, we walk through what
warnings look like and how to fix them. Once you upload a spreadsheet, you are taken to a page to
review and submit it. If your spreadsheet has errors and warnings, they are identified on this page.
The image below is an example of how warnings look if you forget data or enter it incorrectly in your
spreadsheet. This example shows warnings for Rows 2, 4, and 5, related to date of birth, patient city
and/or county, and patient ZIP code.
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The image below shows the spreadsheet rows that generated the warnings.

You are not required to correct this data before submitting the spreadsheet, and in some instances, you
may not have the information needed. MDH staff review files with warnings and may follow up with
you, depending on the nature of the warnings.
However, if you have data to resolve warnings, add it to the spreadsheet. Then select the “Re-upload
file” button to submit the file with the changes. Note: Spreadsheets submitted with warnings do not
show up in your list of previous submissions until MDH staff approve them.
The image below shows the spreadsheet with the data added and ready to be re-uploaded.
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Appendix A: definitions and resources
The MDH RePortal system for submitting COVID-19 test results introduces new terms. The following are
some words used in the MDH RePortal system.

Definitions
Cancel file submission: if you cannot complete file submission and do not intend to return to pending
submissions, you can cancel the process.
Clean records: the number of rows with complete minimum requirements and no warnings or errors.
Errors: when required data is missing or incomplete in an uploaded spreadsheet. Errors must be
corrected before spreadsheet submission can be completed.
Records with errors: the number of rows missing required data.
Request help: if you need help to complete file submission, select the “request help” button to contact
MDH.
Skipped records: the number of records skipped. Skipped records include rows that have no values for
patient-related data fields, like first and last name, address, date of birth, race, gender, ethnicity, and
phone number.
Total record count: the number of records – or rows – in the report with data.
Warnings: often a message for fields that are required if data exists. Warning messages ask the user to
double-check data before completing the submission process. If data is available, it must be sent, and a
new file is able to be uploaded and submitted. If data is unavailable or does not apply, the field can be
left blank.

Related resources


COVID-19 Test Reporting Requirements
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/reportlab.html)



How to Report COVID-19 Test Results Using a Spreadsheet
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenkey.pdf)



MDH COVID-19 Test Results General Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/labantigengen.xlsx)
MDH COVID-19 test results spreadsheet

MDH COVID-19 spreadsheets prepopulated for the following COVID-19 testing equipment:


MDH COVID-19 Test Results QSA Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenqsa.xlsx)
For Quidel Sofia® antigen testing equipment.
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MDH COVID-19 Test Results BVA Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenbva.xlsx)
For BD Veritor™ antigen testing equipment.



MDH COVID-19 Test Results ABN Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/ltcantigenabn.xlsx)
For the Abbott BinaxNow™ COVID-19 Ag Card.



MDH COVID-19 Test Results ACS Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/labantigenacs.xlsx)
For Access Bio CareStart™ antigen testing equipment.



MDH COVID-19 Test Results Cue Spreadsheet (Excel)
(www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/hcp/labcue.xlsx)
For Cue testing.
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